
Theme Community Number of lessons 10

Topic My Place in the World Assessment(s)

Map Skills Test using 

an OS map

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can:

K - Identify the difference between human and physical geography

S - Identify the 8 point compass points

S - Identify basic map symbols on an OS map

Students can:

K - Identify the difference between human and physical geography

K - Identify the world's continents on a world map

S - Identify spot heights from an OS map

S - Complete 4 figure figure references

Students can:

K - Identify the difference between human and physical geography on an OS 

map

S - Identify latitude and longitude from a world map

S - Identify distance using scale

S - Combining 4 figure grid references with map symbols on an OS map

Students can:

K - Identify the human and physical land-use on an OS map

K - Identify UK regions on a UK map

S - Identify height using a 6 figure grid reference

S - Complete 6 figure grid references

Studens can:
S - Accurately use map symbols, 8 point compass, 4 figure grid references, 6 

figure grid references, height and scale on an OS map
V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progresss Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Our Environment Number of lessons 8

Topic Where is the most dangerous place to live? Assessment(s)
Natural Hazards 

Newspaper Article

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can:

K - Identify the basic location of a Natural Hazard (no map)

K - Identify the basic causes of a Natural Hazard

K - Identify the basic effects of a Natural Hazard

K - Identify the basic responses of a Natural Hazard

Students can:

K - Describe the location of a Natural Hazard

K - Describe the causes of a Natural Hazard

K - Describe the effects of a Natural Hazard

K - Describe the responses of a Natural Hazard

S - Use a map to show location of a Natural Hazard

Students can:

K - Describe in detail the location of a Natural Hazard

K - Explain the causes of a Natural Hazard

K - Explain the primary and secondary effects of a Natural Hazard

K - Explain the short and long-term responses to a hazard

S - Use an accurate map to show location of a Natural Hazard

Students can:

K - Describe in detail the location of a Natural Hazard

K - Explain the causes of a Natural Hazard

K - Explain using specific detail the primary and secondary effects of a Natural 

Hazard

K - Explain in detail the short and long-term responses of a Natural Hazard

S - Use an accurate map to show location of a Natural Hazard and diagrams to 

show the cause

Studens can:

K - Describe using specific detail the location of a Natural Hazard and the 

distribution of hazard around the world

K - Explain in detail the causes of a Natural Hazard

K - Discuss using specific detail the primary and secondary effects of a Natural 

Hazard on people, economy and landcape

K - Evaluate the short and long term responses of a Natural Hazard

K - Understand why people continue to live in hazardous areas with reference to 

HICs and LICs

S - Use an accurate map to show location of a Natural Hazard and diagram to 

show the causes

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progresss Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Being Healthy Number of lessons 9

Topic Africa Assessment(s) Topic Test

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can:

K - Indentify continents from a world map

S - Describe basically where Africa is located in the world

K - Indentify key terms

S - Indentifies features from photographs

K - Give basic knowledge of location 

K - Give a basic description of a shanty town

Students can:

K - Indetify and give example of key terms

K - Indetify named examples within the topic

S - Interperet data from climate graphs

S - Describe clearly where Africa is located in the world

S - Describe the differences between photographs

K - Give a clear description of a shanty town

Students can:

K - Decribe basic reasons for shanty towns.

S - Describe basic differences between graphs

S - Explains the differences using examples, between photographs

K - Give a clear description of a shanty town using georgaphical terminology

Students can:

S - Describe fully differences between both sets of data on a graph

K - Explain reasons for shanty towns clearly.

K - Explain in detail how help is given to parts of Africa.

Studens can:

S - Describe fully differences between both sets of data on a graph

K - Explain the differences in climate in different parts of the world.

S - Evaluate the effects of responses to problems in Africa.

K - Explain in detail why help is given to parts of Africa.

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progresss Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme The Olympics Number of lessons 9

Topic Crumbling Coastlines Assessment(s) Comprehension test

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can: 

S - Identify facts and figures from a source (Resource 1)

S - Identify positives and negatives from a source (Resource 1)

K - State types of erosion

K - State two types of waves

S - Identify landforms from photographs

Students can: 

S - Give basic description of locations from a map (Resource 2)

K - Explain the basic formation of coastal landforms

K - Describe basic differences between photographs of a coastal area.

K - Describe reasons for tourists visiting a coastal area

Students can:

S - Give clear descriptions of locations from a map

K - Explain clearly the formation of coastal landforms

K - Explain reasons for tourists visiting a coastal area

S - Basic drawing of a diagram of coastal processes

Students can:

K - Give a detailed explanation of the formation of coastal landforms

K - Explain clearly people's opinion of coastal protection

K - Give detailed explanation of reasons for tourists visiting a coastal area

K - Discuss coastal policies

S - Clear and detailed drawing of a diagram of coastal processes

Studens can:

K - Give a detailed explanation of people's opinion of coastal protection

S - Justify their own opinion using geographical knowledge of coastal concepts

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progresss Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Africa Number of lessons 8

Topic Microclimates Assessment(s) Skills test

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can:

K - Identify the aim of the mircoclimate project

K - Identify the definition of a microclimate

K - Identifiy equipment used in the inverstigation

K - Incomplete description of how data was collected

K - Describe where data was cellected from around the school

Students can:

K - Identify ways that the microclimate of an area can be affected

K - Describe how data collection was made fair

K - Complete description of how data was collected

S - Complete 4 figure grid references

S - Attempt to draw a suitable graph for a set of data. May have errors in 

accuracy

Students can:

K - Exaplain ways that the microclimate of an area can be affected

K - Explain how data collection being fairly collected affects results

K - Describe why a certain site will have the highest temperature

K - Describe the disadvatage of using certain data collection methods.

S - Describe how the microclimate invertigation could be improved.

S - Draw an part accurate and suitable graph for a set of data that is complete

Students can:

K - Explain clearly why a certain site will have the highest temperature.

K - Explain how the disadvatage of using certain data collection methods 

affects results

S - Complete 6 figure grid references

S - Draw an accurate and suitable graph for a set of data that is complete

Studens can:

S - Explain in detail how improvements in the investigation will affect the results.
V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progresss Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Amazing Inventions Number of lessons 8

Topic Brazil Rio Olympics Assessment(s)
Letter to the Olympic 

Committee

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can:

K - Identifies some of the benefits and/or problems of the 2016 Rio Olympics 

S - Attempt to structure letter into introduction, main body and conclusion. Poor 

SPaG

Students can:

K - Describes some of the benefits and problems on the 2016 Rio Olympics

K - Begin to include some examples of different people/groups of people 

affected by the 2016 Rio Olympics

S - Clear structure to letter with an introduction, main body and conclusion. 

SPaG contains some errors

Students can:

K - Explain the benefits and problems of the 2016 Rio Olympics

K - Explain how different people/groups of people have been affected by the 

2016 Rio Olympics

S - Structure of letter is very clear and language used is formal and appropriate. 

Good SPaG
Students can:

K - Explain in detail the benefits and problems of the 2016 Rio Olympics using 

some specific detail

K - Explain in detail how different people/groups of people have been affected 

by the 2016 Rio Olympics

S - Structure of letter is very clear and language used is formal and appropriate. 

Excellent SPaG

S - Begins to use independent research to support their argument

Studens can:

K - Evaluate the impact of the Rio 2016 Olympics on a range of different groups 

of people

S - Accurately use independent research to support their argument
S - Include a bibliography to show where their research has been found and 

consider the reliability of their sources

S - Structure of letter is very clear and language used is formal, appropriate and 

sophisticated. Excellent SPaG and use of key geographical vocabulary

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

K - Discuss the benefits and problems of the 2016 Rio Olympics using place-

specific detail (facts, figures and statistics)

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress


